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Abstract

Surface-state engineering strategies for atomic-size interconnects on H-passivated Si(100)

surfaces are explored. The well-known simple interconnect formed by removing H-atoms

from one of the Si atoms per dimer of a dimer row along the Si(100) surface is poorly con-

ducting. This is because one-dimensional-like instabilities open electronic gaps. Here, we

explore two strategies to reduce the instabilities: spacing the dangling bonds with H atoms

and changing the geometry by increasing the lateral size of the wires. The resulting wires

are evaluated using density functional theory. Surprisingly, zig-zag dangling-bond wires attain

atomically-confined conduction properties comparable with the conduction of free-standing

metallic monoatomic wires. These results hint at band-engineering strategies for the develop-

ment of electronically driven nanocircuits.
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The development of molecular electronics strongly relies in our ability to individually connect

single atoms and molecules.1 A quantum leap was effected when the manipulation of individual

atoms and molecules became possible. This has permitted to connect atomic-scale devices between

two electrodes fabricated in a metallic junction via mechanical,2 electromigration3 and scanning-

probes techniques.4–6 The presence of a supporting surface is very important in these approaches

with silicon surfaces playing a leading role due to their physicochemical properties as well as

the existing wealth of silicon-based techniques.7–12 Unfortunately, the development of working

devices is being deterred by the lack of low-resistivity leads and interconnects of the same size

scale as the active atomic device.

Promising breakthroughs in silicon-based interconnects have been the creation of many types of

silicon nanowires.13,14 However, Björk and co-workers15 have shown that the resistivity of doped

wires increases exponentially as the wire’s diameter decreases below ∼ 10 nm. As a remedy for

this limitation, Weber et al.16 have recently embedded nanowires on a silicon surface by selectively

doping using scanning-probe technology. Previously, an alternative but related approach has been

proposed17–19 in which surface electronic states were engineered, taking advantage of the very

local nature of silicon bonds. By creating dangling-bond nanowires on silicon surfaces, surface

electronic states can be precisely tuned. This has been shown by extended Hückel calculations20

of different dangling-bond structures including wires formed by a single and a double row of dan-

gling bonds on a H-passivated Si (100) surface. Surface electronic states are very interesting as

interconnects since their current leakage is strictly zero. Indeed, an ideal requirement for surface

interconnects is that all of the current remain on the surface hence avoiding electron leaks from

the surface to the bulk. Such a phenomenon is characterized by a bulk contribution to the elec-

tronic transmission. The enhanced atom manipulation ability of scanning probes have permitted

the creation of quasi 1-D surface states with extraordinary properties.18,19,21–26 Experimental18

and theoretical studies17,21,22,24,25,27 have shown that in the limit of one-atom wide dangling-bond

wires, 1-D correlations are very strong and instabilities set in creating electronic gaps in the wire’s

electronic structure. As recently shown, this has detrimental consequences in the wires’ electron-
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transport properties,28 reducing the possibilities of dangling-bond wires as alternative intercon-

nects to free-standing13,14 or embedded16 nanowires. Nevertheless, the richness of surface-related

techniques should allow us to create surface band-engineering strategies that go beyond the 1-D

limitations.

In this Letter, we show how to improve on the poor transport properties of dangling-bond

nanowires that were revealed in Ref.28 In order to achieve this, different arrangements of the

nanowires are explored since the cause of the above large correlations can be traced back to the

confinement of the electronic structure of dangling bonds. Hence, arrangements that allow for

more extended electronic states, should in principle reduce electronic correlations and generally

improve charge transport properties. Here, we study three arrangements and we compare them with

the results of the strongly correlated case of a single-row dangling-bond wire, Figure 1 (a). The

first attempt is to increase the charge delocalization by increasing the inter dangling-bond distance.

Here the hope is that hybridizations are still large enough while reducing the electronic Coulomb

repulsion. The corresponding half-row wire is shown in Figure 1 (b). Another arrangement is

shown in Figure 1 (c), the zig-zag wire that is a mid-case between the previous single-row and

half-row wires. Finally, Figure 1 (d) studies the effect of increasing the density of dangling-bond

states to reduce electron localization. As expected correlations effects are reduced due to the larger

extension of the electronic structure and the charge transport properties of the zig-zag and double-

row wires are very much improved. Our study concludes that, in particular, zig-zag nanowires can

be an interesting alternative for surface interconnects.

First-principles calculations are based on density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in

SIESTA.29,30 Calculations have been carried out with the GGA functional in the PBE form,31

Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials,32 and a double-ζ polarized basis set of finite-range numeri-

cal pseudoatomic orbitals for the valence wave functions.33 Surfaces were modeled using a slab

geometry with eight silicon layers and a 2×2 surface unit cell. The electronic structure was con-

verged using a 5× 3× 1 k-point sampling of the Brillouin zone. The geometrical relaxation has

been performed until forces on the upper four layers were smaller than 0.04 eV/Å. In the present
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 1: Atomic structures of (a) the single-row, (b) the half-row, (c) the zig-zag, and (d) the
double-row dangling-bond (dangling-bond) wires. H atoms are depicted in white, Si atoms in
yellow and red when holding a dangling-bond.

work, we deal with infinite wires hence, the electron transmission is strictly fixed by the number

of contributing electronic bands at a given electron energy. For a fast, qualitative evaluation of the

conducting quality of the considered wires, we evaluate an indicative electron current by using the

Landauer-Büttiker current expression.34

The transmission of the AFM wire, Figure 2 (a), differs from the previously published ones28

because the present wire is infinite. As a consequence, the sharp structures due to the geometrical

confinement of the finite wires28 develop into broader bands. The two plateaus at a transmission-

per-spin equal to one are purely due to electronic states confined to the wires. Let us notice that

the AFM solution brings no discrimination between spins. Therefore no spintronics properties

such as spin selective transport35 are expected from the single-row wire. Figure 2 (b) shows one

of the electronic states just at the onset of the empty-state transmission plateau. While the main

amplitude of the state is located at the dangling-bond sites, there is an exponential decrease of the

amplitude as we move away from the wire into the bulk. This is indeed a dangling-bond surface

state. At ∼ +0.6 eV and ∼ −0.8 eV transport through the conduction and valence bands starts.

In the absence of doping, the chemical potential is in the gap so that, in a simple picture of the

possible electron current that the wire can sustain, the bias needs to be ramped up to ∼ 0.5 V to

find a non-zero current, Figure 3 (black line). Despite the poor conducting properties of the AFM

infinite wire, there is a finite bias window (between ∼ 0.5 and ∼ 1.2 V) where conduction is strictly

performed by the engineered surface state. For biases larger than 1.2 V the conduction-band states
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Figure 2: (a) and (c) Transmission function with respect to electron energy for the AFM single-
row and the half-row dangling-bond wires, respectively. The chemical potential is taken as the
origin of energies. (b) and (d) Side and top view of the surface Bloch wavefunction of empty states
for the AFM and half-row wires, respectively. Red and blue stand for the positive and negative
wavefunction amplitude values.

start contributing and the current is not confined anymore.

The half-row wire is an attempt to modify the surface electronic structure by creating a Kronig-

Penney structure that will modulate the surface band. Indeed, the alternated passivation of dangling-

bonds along the wire becomes a periodic confining potential. This strategy has been used in the

modification of the Au(111) surface state by one-dimensional arrays of adsorbed molecules.36 Sur-

prisingly, the periodic potential does not induce states in the AFM gap, but it leads to a FM ground

state with the consequence of enhancing the electronic gap, Figure 2 (c). The Kronig-Penney-like

potential imposes a confinement that sharpens the previous transmission plateaus with the novelty

that the occupied plateau corresponds to majority spin carriers and the empty one to the minority

spin in a broken symmetry description of electron transport. Both plateaus are symmetrical with

respect to the Fermi energy. Therefore, by applying a bias, one cannot trigger the transmission

of majority spins without getting the same contribution from minority ones. Hence, only in the
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Figure 3: I-V curves of the single-row AFM (black), half-row (red), zig-zag (green) and double-
row (blue) dangling-bond wires. In this last case, a sizeable bulk contribution to the current starts
in the presented bias window. In dashed lines, the surface-state contribution of the double-row
wire is shown. In full line, the full current is presented. The yellow line is the I-V of a one-channel
metallic wire, such as a free-standing monoatomic gold wire.

presence of doping and some symmetry-breaking effect, we could expect to enhance the transmis-

sion of one spin and use the half-row wire as a spin filter. The transport electronic states, Figure 2

(d), show a similar degree of surface confinement as for the AFM wire while presenting a sig-

nificant amplitude reduction over the passivating H-atoms. The FM solution and Kronig-Penney

confinement leads to an important reduction of surface driven current, Figure 3 (red line).

The natural extension of the single-row wire studies is to reduce the correlation effects causing

the AFM and FM solutions by increasing the lateral dimension of the engineered surface states.

We first displace one of the passivating H atoms of the AFM wire in order to create a zig-zag

dangling-bond structure that, while maintaining part of the 1-D character, reduces correlations by

decreasing confinement. Our ground state studies yield that electronic correlations get substantially

reduced and the solution becomes not magnetic. However, an important buckling of the surface

dimers is found, exceeding the clean surface dimer buckling by ∼ 0.1 Å in the vertical dimer

displacement, as shown in Figure 4 (a). The dimer distortion leads to a Peierls-like opening of a

gap in the dangling-bond surface state. However, our objective has been partially achieved since

the electronic gap has considerably decreased. It is now ∼ 0.2 eV against ∼ 0.7 eV for the AFM
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Figure 4: (a) Ground-state geometry of the zig-zag dangling-bond wire. H atoms are shown as
white, Si atoms are depicted as yellow and as red when holding a dangling-bond. (b) Transmission
function with respect to electron energy. The chemical potential is taken as the origin of energies.
(c) Side and top view of an empty-state Bloch wavefunction (E = 0.25 eV) of the wire. Red and
blue stand for the positive and negative wavefunction amplitude values.

wire and ∼ 0.9 eV for the half-row one. The H-diffusion barriers are within 1 eV for different

diffusion paths along dangling bonds.27 Hence, even though the zig-zag wire is 110 meV/dimer

higher in energy than the single-row wire, the proposed structure should be achievable with present

scanning-probe manipulation means.

Interestingly, the transmission function of the zig-zag wire, Figure 4 (b), shows a 0.4-V wide

plateau of 1 conduction channel. This channel corresponds to a surface state as can be seen in

one of the wavefunctions corresponding to the energy 0.25 eV, Figure 4 (c). The effect of the

improved transmission can be seen in Figure 3 (green line). Indeed, the zig-zag wire is capable of

holding the largest current below the onset of bulk conduction among the four wires explored here.

The extended 1-channel transmission plateau permits us to claim that the conduction properties

should be comparable to those of good conductors such as free standing monoatomic gold wires.37

For comparison, Figure 3 shows the I-V of an ideal one-channel metallic wire (such as a the

monoatomic gold wire). In a medium-range bias, about 0.5 V, the zig-zag wire carries only half

the current of a metallic wire.

Leakage currents due to bulk conduction band states appear for electron energies above 0.75

eV. When the bias is large enough to include bulk states, part of the electron transport will proceed
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through theses states and will be lost into the bulk material. Hence, our calculations predict that zig-

zag wires can be very good interconnects with large surface-confined currents within a comfortable

bias window below 1 V.

Finally, a wire formed by a row of dangling-bond dimers, Figure 1 (d), presents the smallest

charge confinement of the shown wires and hence a more metallic-like electronic structure. As

a consequence, electron correlation is the lowest, which makes magnetic solutions very high in

energy. And indeed, the double-row wire spin-polarized solution is 290 meV/dimer higher in

energy than the non-magnetic solution. The distorted system adopts a buckled geometry similar

to the case of the non-passivated Si(100) surface, Figure 5 (a). In the buckled configuration, the

two Si atoms of one dimer move 0.79 Å in the vertical direction. In addition, the subsurface atoms

undergo a slight dimerization of 0.24 Å along the wire’s direction. As for the Si(100) surface

case, the π-backbond is perturbed by the distortion and a gap opens in the electronic structure.

The consequence in the transmission, Figure 5 (b), is again two surface-state transmission bands,

one for occupied and the other one for empty states, similar to the zig-zag case. However, here,

the transmission at -0.4 V contains valence band channels. Hence, from 0.8 V on, the current is

composed of surface-state and bulk-state contributions which is against the good behavior of a

surface interconnect. Figure 3 (blue line) shows the estimated surface contribution in dashed lines

and the total current in full line. Beyond 0.8 V, there is an increasing bulk contribution to the

current. The bulk contribution rapidly adds conduction channels that yield a faster-growing I-V

curve as compared with the ideal metallic wire (yellow). Hence, despite of presenting a sizeable

surface current, the present wire would be a worse surface interconnect than the zig-zag because

of its larger band gap and an increasing leakage current above 0.8 V.

In summary, one-dimensional atomic-size interconnects are prone to instabilities that open

electronic gaps due to strong correlations. The effect on the quality of electron transport in the

interconnect is devastating, greatly reducing the currents that can be sustained by the intercon-

nects. We have shown this in two types of one-dimensional-like wires formed by surface states

on a H-passivated Si(100) surface. The first type of wire corresponds to removing a single line
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Figure 5: (a) Relaxed geometry of the ground state of the double-row dangling-bond wire. H atoms
are shown as white, Si atoms are depicted as yellow and as red when holding a dangling-bond. (b)
Transmission function with respect to electron energy. The chemical potential is taken as the origin
of energies. (c) Side and top view of an empty-state Bloch wavefunction (E = 0.25 eV) of the wire.
Red and blue stand for the positive and negative wavefunction amplitude values.

of H atoms along a dimer row of the Si(100) surface. Electronic correlations force the ground

state to be antiferromagnetically coupled and to an important electronic gap. Two strategies are

then undertaken to reduce the electronic gap. The first one is to add a periodic potential in the

form of alternated H atoms with the single-row dangling bonds. However, electronic correlations

are still strong and the ground state is ferromagnetically coupled. The other strategy is to reduce

the one-dimensional confinement by increasing the wire dimensions. Two wires are explored: a

zig-zag wire, where the dangling-bond alternates sites along the dimer row and a double-row wire

where both sites are dangling bonds. In both cases the electronic correlations are sufficiently re-

duced to have a non-magnetic ground state. As a consequence the electronic band gaps diminish

and the transport properties improve. However, valence-band states start contributing to the trans-

mission, implying that a fraction of the electron current will be lost into the bulk material. The

corresponding bulk contribution to the electron current is larger and takes place at lower bias for

the double-row wire. Hence, the zig-zag wire constitutes the best solution to increasing electron

transport in surface-state engineered interconnects.

This study reveals that surface-state based interconnects on Si surfaces can be tuned to decrease

the correlations induced by the one-dimensionality of atomic-size interconnects. The suggested

strategy consists in using a combination of geometry properties that reduce confinement but main-
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tains a reduced coupling with bulk states. We have achieved this by proposing a zig-zag geometry

of dangling-bond wire that yields surface driven currents within a factor of two at 0.5 V of the cur-

rent in a free-standing monoatomic gold wires. This work presents strategies for the development

of interconnects among nanodevices that use electron currents.
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